
Purpose of this policy:

Dealer choose to purchase the spare parts on the basis of CRON's recommendation in order to

reduce the procurement and management cost, ensure spare parts timely supply , and further

satisfy the customer's daily service requirements; To reduce the Dealers procurement cost,

CRON provides the following regulations for stock parts return& exchange :

1. Responsibility

1.1. CRON is responsible to provide the recommended spare parts list for Dealer’s reference
based on their regional machine model and quantity.

1.2. CRON is responsible for the fulfillment of Dealers spare parts supply and subsequent
return & exchange policy.

1.3. Dealer chooses to purchase the spare parts for stocking shall comply with CRON spare
parts storage & operating requirements according to the warranty policy
implementation;

1.4. Dealer claims the in-warranty parts according to CRON warranty claim procedure (for
free). Dealer could monthly replenishes (by purchase) the out-warranty parts by
CRON spare parts purchase procedure.

2. Spare parts purchase and supplement

2.1. Dealer initial purchase can refer to CRON’s recommendation.

2.2. Subsequent purchase of out-warranty parts, Dealer can order based on their regional

machine quantity and their own time demand.

2.3. Dealer and CRON can also set up an interval time (e.g. monthly or quarterly) to

replenish spare part stocks based on parts consumption (for in and out-warranty).

3. Spare parts return and exchange;

3.1. According to《Cron spare parts Handbook》, for the faulty in-warranty parts: Class A

parts must be returned, Class B parts selectively return, Class C parts no need to return;

CRON will submit "Parts return ticket" on Helpdesk for tracking until the parts safely

returned, return reason is" warranty faulty spare parts return".



3.2. For the stock parts that meets the requirements or conditions for exchange, CRON will

issue a “Parts return ticket" for tracking until the exchange parts safely returned, return

reason will be stated as "stock parts exchange".

4. Any of the following conditions is comply for part exchange

4.1. Actual parts delivered by CRON have discrepancy in specifications/quantity against the

purchase order placed；

4.2. Actual parts provided by CRON do not meet the quality requirements, and affect the

normal use after being rectified by CRON service department;

4.3. By reason of the spare parts technical defects affect the normal use, Dealer shall

according to the issued technology upgrade instructions on HelpDesk (or consulting the

CRON regional engineer), since the release date, put forward the exchange request

within 10 working days and return within 20 working days.

5. Any of the following conditions is not comply for part exchange

5.1. Comply with the provisions of parts exchange, but the return parts are damaged due to

dealer improper packing.

5.2. Comply with the condition stated in provision 4.1, no exception from dealer within one

month since the spare parts dispatched.

5.3. Comply with the conditions in provision 4.2, but after CRON’s findings and

identification, there is human factors lead to parts damaged or received the parts more

than 3 months, and did not state any problem.

5.4. Without CRON authorized repair, modification, improper installation lead to parts

damaged

5.5. Incorrect usage of spare parts such as misuse, abuse, damaged, or alter the barcode

5.6. Unsuitable spare parts storage conditions, such as temperature, humidity, electrostatic

does not meet the requirements, lead to parts damaged or affect the normal use;

5.7. Force majeure factors such as natural disasters damage the spare parts or affect the

normal use.



6. Following situation accords with the discount return conditions: Return or exchange

by 50% discount of purchasing price

6.1. Accord with CRON spare parts storage conditions, but not used for a long time, from the

date of purchase , dealer can apply for parts return or exchange;

6.2. The premise of return or exchange: Packaging is not opened, unused, no label damaged,

and after CRON ensure the parts qualified

7. Following situations, shall suspend spare part supply & service, and investigate

related responsibility

7.1. Non execution of any relevant provisions, duties according to <<spare parts return &

exchange policy>>

7.2. Violation of any contract terms in CRON relevant sales& purchase order;

7.3. Violation of Chinese laws;

7.4. Violation of the spare parts usage specifications in warranty period, use the in-warranty

parts on other equipment (out of warranty), but not notify CRON or do any explanation.

Supplementary Provisions

This policy interpretation belongs to HANGZHOU CRONMACHINERY & ELECTRONICS CO., LTD

since officially released. HANGZHOU CRON MACHINERY & ELECTRONICS CO., LTD is

responsible for this policy establishment and modification.
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